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ABSTRACT 

Automobile is the most happening field in Engineering throughout its Genesis each and every mechanism in 

Automobile has evolved and upgraded along with time and proved better than its predecessors. If we take the 

entire odyssey of automobile into consideration few of the most burning issues arises Hybrid being prominent of 

them especially in last decade..Glimpsing on Hybrid Cars they are the vehicles driven by multiple power 

sources Such as Engines ,Solar , Wind ,Electric ,human powered ,etc. An Attempt has been made in this paper 

to probe the new limits of crossbreeding in the face of The Otto-Voltaic 4WD Car as mentioned in this paper the 

subcompact Car contrived by SI engine manoeuvring on Otto cycle along with Electric Drive. The Front wheels 

of the car driven by electric while, The Rear Wheels are Driven by SI Engine making it a  Hybrid Car. Both the 

front wheels are assembled with inbuilt Electric Motors the ones that are present in modern Electric Scooters. 

One thing is for sure is that this machine has lesser emissions in context of the conventional ones which is the 

need of current era. 
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I.INTRODUCTION     

                          

The Hybrid vehicles are the outcome of multiple power sources. The World is under  Environmental Crisis and 

the pioneering of the quest for Alternative power sources , which should not only need to prove economical, but 

also Eco-friendly commences with Hybrid Automotives.Taking the modern scenario into consideration Hybrid 

Automotives have a vital role to play, Apart from Environmental aspects. There is need for these type of 

vehicles to attract the Market towards them for the Melioration of the Planet. As of now many Automobile 

Giants are playing a crucial in the development of Hybrid cars. Though, These Vehicles are Reliable and cause 

lesser Emissions. Yet, There is a wide scope for further Enhancement Meanwhile, The Otto-Voltaic Car 

mentioned in this paper derives its name from “Otto Cycle” i.e. The Petrol Cycle, Which was introduced by 

Nikolaus Otto in  1896 and “Voltaic” from the Electrical mechanisms employed. We are affirmative to witness 

perpetual enhancement in the Travel span of Hybrid vehicles for betterment of Automobile Engineering. 

 

II.SELECTING ASPECTS 

 

1. Chassis- Chassis has the crucial  role to play in the car not only because, it has to withstand the load but 

also versatile mountings and Assemblies. Meanwhile, it should be light in weight for better performance. 

Chassis employed  is conventional one with Foremost  Taper. 

Wheel Track- 160 cm 
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Wheel Base -  280 cm   

Material – Mild Steel 

Sheet thickness – 0.6 mm 

Frame cross section – L section 

Cross Member- X Type ( L Section) 

2.  Electrical Motor  Wheels  - 

 Two  wheels  are equipped  in the car. Each  wheel  of  250 watts  power by virtue of which  running on battery  

of 12 volts 20 ampere rating  can pull load of 120 kgs  hassle freely.  Here, the load of car is 185 kg  including 

one  person. Hence, two 250 watts Electrical DC motor Wheels are utilised, Which can pull up to 280 kgs  of 

load without  any obstacles and clocking velocity up to 20 kmph . Eight batteries are used of 12 volts each 

respectively. All the four wheels are equipped with mechanical drum brakes for Stability and Control. The 

wheels used are of dimensions R10. 

 

Fig 1 Rear Motor Wheel of Electric Scooter 

3. SI  Engine – 

 Comprehensive weight of the car is 185 kg include one person, which a 135 cc engine can propel with ease. 

Prime aspect of 135 cc engine is that it is one of the most  powerful single cylinder  engine with auto 

transmission  which can perpetually propel 300 kgs   load without any issues.        

 

Fig 2  SI Engine 
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4. Steering System Steering system of the car is orthodox  one with following linkages 

a.  Steering Wheel 

b. Steering Gear box 

c. Tie Rod 

d. Hooke’s  Joint 

e. Drop Arm  

Worm and Worm Wheel gear box is mobilized , while the to and fro motion of the gear box is transmitted 

through drop arm which is allied to the tie rod. Tie rod then transfers the motion  to the Front wheels with the 

aid of Hooke’s joint. 

 

III. CONSTRUCTION 

 

THE REAR WHEELS 

An endeavour has been made to crossbreed the Voltaic and the SI Engine Technology for a better outcome. The 

engine is mounted to the posterior part where, the drive from the Engine is transmitted by chain to the Rear 

Axle. Here, Chain drive is employed since it has positive drive transmission  and negligible Slip rate. Plumber 

block along with inbuilt bearing is fitted to frame through which the moment of Rear Axle is Transferred. The 

rear axle is Enabled with a Sprocket from which the chain is affiliated to the pinion and the pinion is mounted to 

the Wheel hub end of the engine . both the pinion and sprocket are interconnected by chain to transmit the drive. 

The throttle of the Engine is allied to the Accelerator pedal. The engine used in this car has following 

specifications 

Displacement -135cc 

Stroke – 4-stroke 

Cooling – Air  Cooled 

Power – 8.5 bhp 

Torque – 10.0 Nm 

Gear Box – Automatic 

THE FRONT WHEELS 

Meanwhile, Electric drive is utilised for the front wheels. Hence, both the wheels are Electric motor wheels of 

Electric Scooter Yo Electron. Each wheel has motor power of 250 watts. Two Electric DC motor wheels are 

taken from two different bikes of same model. As each Yo Electron bike has one Electrically driver wheel. A set 

of Eight batteries are equipped in the Vehicle, each with specification of 12 volts and 20 amperes. Both the 

wheels are connected to the Uni-Controller. The Transmission is commenced from Batteries to DC Convertor 

through  Uni-Controller then to the Wheels. The Uni-Controller has a vital role to play as it controls the 

acceleration of the Wheels. Therefore, Accelerator pedal is connected to the Uni-Controller which acts as a 

speed controlling medium of the front Electric Wheels.The front Electric Wheels are the driven wheels, when 

the car is propelled by Engine and they are driver wheels, when the car runs on Batteries. A switch is Equipped 

on the Steering Shaft to select Driven or Driver mode of the Electric DC motor  wheels. The Front Electric DC 

motor wheels of Yo Electron  are equipped with specifications revealed below 

Motor power- 250 watts x 2 ( As two wheels are used in front drive) 
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Battery – 12 volts, 20 amperes x 8 (overall 8 batteries are used for two wheels) 

Charging Period – 6 to 8 hours 

 

Fig 3  Layout of the Otto-Voltaic Car 

 

IV. LOCOMOTE 

 

Travel of  the car under the aggregate Load of 185 kgs 

Span Travelled in Gasoline System -  29 KM 

Span Travelled in Voltaic System -  24 KM  

 

V. ADVANTAGES 

 

1. Increase in Reliability due to deuce power sources. 

2. Comparatively lesser Emissions than the orthodox Vehicles 

3. When in Voltaic mode the operation is Noise free. 

4. No need to reckon on one power source. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

As of today, This Technology needs to undergo versatile Evolution to be part of  day to day life of the Global 

Citizens. These type of Automobiles are not only reliable, but also have controlled Emissions. Taking the 

Environmental Concern into consideration , as this car uses Alternative source of power. This car is 4WD ,but 
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four wheels can’t act as driver simultaneously.   The use of Fossil Fuel is reduced to a Certain extent. Overall, It 

is a step towards the inception of  New era of Automobile.  
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